**Designed for optimal performance** when used with Young Dental disposable prophy angles

**Classic Vera by Young™**

With a compact prophy angle head and slim neck line, Young Dental’s newest and smallest prophy angle is uniquely crafted to deliver maneuverability and increase visibility in the mouth during polishing. This prophy angle makes it easier to reach areas of the mouth that can be difficult to access, such as tight buccal mucosa, the distal region of posterior molars and third molars, while a smooth, round head design helps enhance patient comfort. Vera by Young provides the same durable performance clinicians have long trusted in Young products.

121025 - 125ct, Elite Original™ Cup  
121075 - 750ct, Elite Original™ Cup

**Contra Elite Original™**

The Contra Elite Original was the first angle in the Elite Series™ line of prophy angles and cups, which is Young Dental’s fastest growing line! This petite cup was the first to feature both inner and outer ridges, which are designed to provide hygienists with better interproximal cleaning, exceptional stain removal and improved splatter control. The outside of the cup may be used to access lingual and buccal regions, and is great for polishing a patient who has overlapped or crowded dentition. This cup is featured on our contra-angled body, which includes a 17º back bend designed for improved comfort while polishing.

155620 - 200ct, Elite Original Cup  
155612 - 1200ct, Elite Original Cup

**YOUNG™**

Hygiene Handpiece  
Item #: 410001

For product information and samples, visit our NEW website, youngdental.com, or call (800) 325 - 1881. Available through your authorized dental dealer.

**YOUNG™**

Hygiene Handpiece  
Item #: 410001

For product information and samples, visit our NEW website, youngdental.com, or call (800) 325 - 1881. Available through your authorized dental dealer.
"I loved your handpiece for its comfort! The reverse radius nestled in my hand, but most of all, the curved hose attachment and swivel made my wrist feel so much better. The Midwest doesn't have the curved hose attachment - only the swivel, which causes fatigue. The grip was also superior and I didn't need to use as much tension.

- Denise Crowell, RDH

"I really liked it. It's very lightweight and comfortable in my hand. I liked the reverse radius shape instead of the bulky body tube."

- Cathleen Alty, RDH